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BIOGRAPHY 
 

 

Born on April 26, 1957, in Ezanville (France), François Place studied at L’École des arts et 
industries graphiques Estienne, a school of art design, then worked as an illustrator for 
advertisement companies before moving on to illustrating children books. In 1983, he 
illustrated his first children’s books, novels of La Comtesse de Ségur. But his talent will 
reveal itself in 1986, when he illustrates non-fiction books like Le Livre de la découverte du 
monde by Bernard Planche, published by Gallimard jeunesse. François Place starts to write 
his own books that he illustrates himself and, in 1992, creates Les Derniers géants [The Last 
Giants], published by Casterman. The book is a huge success, it wins several prizes and 
changes the way book professionals consider illustrated books for children and young 
adults. The three volumes of L’Atlas des géographes d’Orbae [A Voyage of Discovery], an 
atlas of 26 imaginary countries based on the letters of the alphabet, are published between 
1996 and 2000, and tackle the frontier between fiction and non-fiction books. In 2010, 
François Place publishes his first novel, La Douane volante, thus adding a new dimension to 
his work. His work speaks of travels to faraway lands, discoveries, encounters… François 
Place’s imagination and creativity are nourished by all the books he reads, and most of his 
travels are imaginary ones.  

He continues to create picture books, novels, and illustrates the works of others, like 
Michael Morpurgo, Erik Lhomme, Timothée de Fombelle… He has also worked on the 
Louvre Museum’s internet site for children. 

 

 

 

François Place at his atelier in Taverny. © Claire Place 

http://www.louvre.fr/en/tales-of-the-museum


NOMINATING FRANÇOIS PLACE: THE REASONS 
BEHIND THE CHOICE 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Since 1985, François Place has been creating a large body of work as an illustrator and 
author, work which is special and unique.    

He has been nicknamed the “bedroom traveller” or sometimes “the architect of the 
imagination”; through his books he has created a map of the imaginary, which transports 
the reader to faraway places, real and dreamed of, exploring the differences of human 
society through time and space.   

And yet as he often admits, he has not travelled widely.  It is with books, maps, atlases, 
engravings from all periods that he feeds his abundant imagination and cultivates his 
knowledge to produce works that have a power – with meticulous drawings and an 
impeccable writing.  
 

1.  PLAYIN G  WIT H  BOUN D A RIES   

François Place will not allow himself to be limited by categorisation, which is what gives him 
much of his power and makes his work so interesting.   

Between fiction and documentary 

His work is characterised by a distinct line between documentary and fiction, offering the 
reader a fascinating view of historical and geographical realities and imaginary worlds. 
Taking a delight in crossing boundaries, he moves constantly from fantasy to reality. The 
encyclopaedic approach gives way to a fiction of worlds invented and reinvented.   

“In written fiction, what is great fun is to take the reader into a fictive world and then to 
take him so far into this world that it seems real. After all, it doesn’t matter what happens 
there. You come back when you close the book.  But when still in the book, you must 
accept the fact that you’re not in the real world.” 
 

 



Picture books that are also favourites of young adults   

This desire to open the mind also shows itself in the ages of his readers.  “I don’t write for 
any age group in particular.  I don’t know how to do that. I want to create bridges.”   
François Place plays with different classifications, breaking down barriers between children’s 
and young adult literature.         

In this respect, the publication of Les Derniers Géants (The Last Giants) was an important 
step and played a particular role in the field of French children’s literature:  its success with 
teenagers demonstrated the interest for picture books of a readership that was older and 
more mature. This made it possible for other authors to propose picture books to that 
specific age group. 
 

2.  A CO NSI ST EN CY O F T HEMES   

François Place, magnificent story-teller, plays alternatively with images and words, bringing 
into being very different universes with a remarkable consistency overall. In his books, 
diverse as they are, we find many different styles of storytelling (adventures and initiation 
stories) different characters, (from young heroes dealing with the chaos of their existence 
to wise elders, teachers and artists who guide their first steps) and other recurring themes.   

Humanism and a sense of discovery   

He is demanding concerning his young readers.  Each of his books is an invitation to discover 
other continents, times and cultures.  The voyages that he takes the reader on – 
geographical, historical, anthropological, realistic or imaginary – do not aim to cultivate 
folklore or to create superheroes; rather to teach the respect for others and their 
differences, to transmit values, to enter into a story, to remind us that our society is fragile 
and the human condition needs to be protected from certain dangers.   

 

Ordinary heroes as main characters 

Whether imaginary or real, François Place’s stories create a plethora of captivating 
personalities, fragile and idealistic, who try to realise their modest destinies.    

His books do not create heroes with super powers but personalities who are tossed around 
by life, full of doubts, self-questioning and who do not always come out victorious. François 
Place is captivated by ordinary people, everyday people.    

  



Protecting figures 

All his characters survive thanks to a support in some form (wise elders for children, artists 
for women, women for men). Like Hokusai as well as the character of Kensuké created by 
Michael Morpurgo, there are protecting figures who can instil courage, intelligence and 
bring out the talents of the children in their charge for different reasons – without making 
them dependent on the affection that they bring them.    

Individuals who emerge from the crowds.                                          

François Place drives romanesque catalysts out of closed societies (familial clans, villages...) 
or out of seething crowds (ports, armies and legendary expeditions) 

Each of his heroes is a witness to, or an incarnation of, the stakes of the civilisation that he 
comes from. In the time / space environments which are precisely defined (England or Japan 
in the 19th Century, prehistory, The Silk Road, France under Louis XIV, WW1 in Brittany) or 
the more symbolic (Africa, the land of Ankou) these characters lean on major heroic figures 
like the Prince, the scholar and the artist in “credible” worlds.   

The humble who take the floor                                           

The voice of ordinary people is the thread which links the eras.  The truly heroic act in these 
books is freeing the expression of the anonymous, those who make up the crowds.  This 
expression is not necessarily oral but through other modes (tattoos, shivers, tears, cries, 
silence, dance, songs …) and blossoms in an artistic environment: through tales, through 
theatre… 

Human complexity                                                  

François Place’s characters present young readers with the spectacle of a complex humanity, 
where everyone can be dependent and yet free at the same time, fiercely autonomous and 
driven by a powerful logic.  The mixture of the significant and the trivial in the words or the 
illustrations outlines a framework where the imaginary can unearth reality from the hidden: 
whether they have existed or not, the characters will return to the myth that they came 
from because men are men and are held between the horizons of the mundane and the 
magnitude of history – in the infinite possibilities that language creates but also its dead 
ends.   

The beauty and the fragility of the world                                                                          

The more he evolves in his books, the more he connects, after great travels through space, 
to the exploration of time. “I have the impression that the more we move on and the more 
we worry about the general breakdown of our system: pollution, the running out of raw 
materials, the energy crisis. The world is changing fast and that is quite frightening. But 
one can see that there are also ancient, forgotten levels which are being erased little by 
little.   

“I am interested in the past not for nostalgic reasons, and not because I believe that the 
world used to be easier and more beautiful.  To talk about the history of voyages means 
going back to a fantasized place, full of marvels. Marvels in every sense of the word: 
dangerous, worrying but very beautiful nevertheless.  We feel these emotions when we 
go to far off countries and are faced with a natural spectacle like The Grand Canyon.  
That’s what I like to write about. It’s full of images, very varied, very exciting.”  
  



3.  ARTI STI C  D EMAN D S                                                                                       

François Place uses, across many different registers, the power of the visual in both a lively 
and detailed way, which requires a patient work of documentation and a great talent for 
observation 

Adaptability of style to each universe                                                         

François Place says that he is “always influenced by the context of the story when he 
wants to illustrate” and his style varies as a result; purified and dynamic for Le Vieux fou de 
dessin [The Old Man Mad about Drawing] - a teaching fable as well as a documentary on 
Hokusai during the Edo period in Japan; meticulous, imitating the Persian Miniatures for 
Contes d’un royaume perdu [Tales of a Lost Kingdom]; rough and loose, drawn with bamboo 
and ink for Grand Ours [Big Bear], a potent I N I T I A T O R Y  adventure set in Prehistoric times.   
As he adapts the form to the substance, he changes his tools accordingly: his palette is very 
large, from pencils to pens (he has an impressive quantity of pens in different shapes!), he 
can work with a very thin paint brush or a very thick one, whatever he feels is appropriate 
to the period and his artistic viewpoint.   

Research and precision over details                                               

“Illustration requires a lot of research and is very restrictive.  For example, for an historic 
documentary the artist must be very accurate over details such as clothes, houses etc. (…) 
Nowadays I work in a style that is pseudo documentary, accurate but free from the 
restraints of this genre.”  

The need for documentation remains a constant constraint, even in fictional narratives, as 
shown, for example, by the research that went into La Fille des batailles [The Battles’ 
Daughter] based on the works of Flemish and Dutch masters of that period, artists like 
Watteau, in the aim of imagining and recreating the countryside, the costumes and the 
attitudes of the characters in a realistic way. 

 

  



Artistic techniques and methods selected to satisfy the highest of quality standards                                                                                                                 

François Place draws again and again a number of different sketches, using pencil, lead, 
brush, wash drawing, and then tinted ink or watercolour.  He works in the same way with 
the text, studying five or six different versions to find a satisfying rhythm, cadence and 
linguistic quality. The resulting quality of his work is highly praised by critics.   

“I am at ease working with liquid mediums, ink, watercolour, aquarelle (…) I have 
obviously tried other styles but as my drawing style is cursive, similar to writing, if I work 
with a coloured page it is not very satisfactory.  I look for a sort of writing of the image, a 
sort of written image: in La Fille des batailles, it’s the brush that guides the drawing. Then I 
start again and again, in order to reach this quality of the free line, as if I were writing. The 
line has to be precise but with great freedom. The thing with drawing is to find a gesture 
that is consistent everywhere. Each separate element and the whole must have the same 
quality, the same rhythm, the same freedom. This is why I rework so often.” 

 

4.  A Q U A LITY  REQUI R EMENT IN  A  G EN ERO US  R ELATION S HIP  
WITH HIS  REA DER S    

                                

François Place’s books are not addressed to children, rather to that part of the imagination 
and childhood still present in the adult reader, as well as to that part of curiosity, thought 
and seriousness that are present within the child reader. 

Whether it is during the meetings with children in the book fairs or in school environments, 
his magic operates. His readers are often astounded to see, before their very eyes with just 
a few brush strokes, other universes appear in magnificent aquarelles.  To participate with 
him in the creation of a collectively created masterpiece remains a highly privileged 
moment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TH I S  T E X T  CO N T A I N S  CE R T A I N  P A R T S  O F  T H E  D O S S I E R  D E D I CA T E D  T O  FR A N ÇO I S  PL A C E  

I N  LA  RE V U E  D E S  L I V R E S  P O U R  E N F A N T S  (N °  254,  SE P T E M B E R  2010)  S E N T  T O  T H E  

M E M B E RS  O F  T H E  J U R Y  W I T H  H I S  B O O K S,  A N D  O F  A N  U N P U B L I S H E D  A R T I CL E  B Y  

VÉ R O N I Q U E  SO U L É.  



INTERVIEWS 
 

INT ER V IE W W I TH FR AN Ç OI S PLA CE 
By Brigitte Andrieux and Annick Lorant-Jolly1 

 

Annick Lorant-Jolly: Dear François Place, there have been many articles published about 
your work, especially interviews. We will surely ask many questions that you have already 
answered but we would like to go over your background and the path you have followed, 
first as an illustrator, then author-illustrator, then becoming a novelist with the publication 
by Gallimard Jeunesse in January 2010 of La Douane Volante. Nearly all your books, non 
fiction, picture books and novel, take the reader on a voyage and yet I believe you remain 
very much a stay-at-home person. You must have an abundant imagination? 

François Place: Yes and no. My imagination is fed by prolific reading of travel tales. Indeed I 
started traveling myself rather late in life and that was thanks to my writing: I have been 
invited to many places to talk about my work. But it is true; I am not someone who would 
go to the other side of the world just for the fun of it.  

A.L.J.: So all these countries, these far off cultures that we discover in your picture books are 
the fruit of your reading? Did you read a lot as a child? 

F.P.: Yes, when I was a small boy I read a bit of everything and my first memory related to a 
book is Apoutsiak, Le Petit Flocon de Neige [Apoutsiak, Little snow flake] from the collection 
“Les Enfants de la Terre” [Earth’s Children] of “Les Albums du Père Castor” [Père Castor’s 
picture books], published by Flammarion.  

Later I dived into the “Bibliothèque Rose”, the “Bibliothèque Verte” and “Mille Soleils”. But 
I also enjoyed going to the library to do documentary research, in particular historical 
research like many boys do. Then I moved on to the great classics, like Treasure Island and 
Moby Dick, in abridged versions I imagine, and Jules Verne. I read comic books like Tintin, 
Asterix, Lucky Luke, my favourite trilogy together with Valerian and Blueberry.  

By the time I was 12, I had discovered collections of tales and legends – in particular the 
Greek and Roman Legends. I loved them very much, The Iliad, The Odyssey… I was 
fascinated by the Greeks and the Egyptians. In fact I was already fascinated by the historic 
aspect and by the distant, traveling through space and time. In the artistic field – drawing 
and illustration – my father was a painter and he had many books on the history of art and 
catalogues. I was very attracted to miniatures, mediaeval and Mongolian. I already did 
many drawings and miniatures when I was young.  

A.L.J.: Did your parents tell you a lot of stories as a child?  

F.P.: No but we were encouraged to read a lot. My mother was a primary school teacher 
and there were six of us at home. There was a large library in the house and my parents 
wanted us to help ourselves. Right from primary school we were given picture books like 
Apoutsiak for example and we read them ourselves.   

                                                                 
1 This interview was published in French in a dossier dedicated to François Place in La Revue 
des livres pour enfants, n° 254, September 2010, pp. 101-112. 



Brigitte Andrieux: I can imagine you burying yourself in the engravings in the old Larousse 
illustrated dictionaries.  

F.P.: Indeed. In fact there were not that many illustrations but I do remember an edition of 
the Fables of La Fontaine, illustrated by Gustave Doré which I looked at for hours. Later we 
moved to Tours and I spent a lot of time in the municipal library and as I grew up I 
continued. I loved to go there to read, leafing through the books on art, in particular the 
mediaeval and Flemish periods.   

B.A.: So your father was an artist?   

F.P.: Yes, and he worked in many different forms, mosaic, design, painting – sometimes 
figurative sometimes abstract, depending on the periods. But he had to do other jobs to 
earn a living. I realized that the life of an artist is not easy. I said to myself that if I did not 
earn my living drawing, I would change direction.  

B.A.: What about your brothers and sisters? Did they draw, too?  

F.P.: No but my son, Pierre, is a writer and illustrator of comic books and I have a nephew 
studying at Beaux Arts in Nantes. I thought at first I just wanted to create images, and then I 
took a liking to it. But I am careful about the word artist even if there is necessarily an 
artistic element to my work.  

A.L.J.: A creator or an artist is, among other things, someone who invents different worlds; 
either with images or with words or both as in your case. So from this point of view one 
could definitely say you are an artist.  

F.P.: And there are great creators in the world of illustration, like Saul Steinberg for 
example. But these are people who really interpret the world and give it a color, a unique 
voice. I see myself rather as a storyteller, through text and image.  

B.A.: After you finished your studies at the École Estienne, did you immediately start to show 
your illustrations to children books’ publishers or did you do something else?  

F.P.: I had a friend who worked in advertising and I worked with him as a free-lancer over 
five or six years doing a style of illustration that was very commercial. I also worked for 
small audio visual companies who offered trainings based on diaporamas – video was not 
that developed then. I drew for slides, story boards etc. Advertising was my money job so 
that I could take my first steps in publishing. I worked as an illustrator for the collection 
“Bibliothèque Rose”, but the “serious” work began and in 1985-86 with “Découverte Cadet” 
for Gallimard Jeunesse. Les Derniers Géants [The Last Giants], my first picture book as both 
author and illustrator, was published in 1992, six years later. But L’Atlas des Géographes 
d’Orbae [A Voyage of Discovery] was already in my mind.  

A.L.J.: So you became known first as a non-fiction illustrator. What did that teach you?  

F.P.: As you know, it is a work which goes unrecognized most of the time, and is very 
constraining. For example for a documentary on history, one has to be accurate with the 
details concerning the costumes, the houses etc. A book for “Découverte Cadet” 
represented nearly a year’s work. Financially not too profitable given the amount of time 
involved. Having said that, I really enjoyed doing it and learned a lot. Now I do a sort of 
pseudo documentary drawing which, although fairly accurate, is liberated from that type of 
restrictions.  



For non-fiction children’s books I only worked for Gallimard. Going to Casterman for The 
Last Giants happened because Pierre Marchand did not find the project interesting. I 
understand, because he was in a dynamic turned toward non-fiction books rather than 
fiction picture books.  

At that time, most of the market was divided, roughly, between l’École des Loisirs for fiction 
and Gallimard Jeunesse for non-fiction. Of course there were other publishers. I went to see 
Marie Lallouet, the editor at Casterman whom I had previously met at Gallimard Jeunesse. 
She was interested in the idea and, in order to get the story known by the sales 
representatives, she organized a cassette recording with an actor and some especially 
composed music. The publication was important for me, it represented a milestone. It also 
provoked a change in the market as other authors have dared to create picture books -
traditionally aimed at the younger market - for an older and more mature readership.  

A.L.J.: In secondary schools, this picture book has often been remarked and used but fiction 
picture books were not that frequent before in these schools.  

F.P.: There are very beautiful picture books for teenage readers. Librarians have said as 
much for years. The publication of The Last Giants opened up for me the possibility to 
suggest other projects and to widen my knowledge of the professional network. Many 
young illustrators and authors produce marvelous work but have difficulty getting into the 
market. The competition is fierce and it is very difficult to make a living of it. I was very 
lucky to have the time and the opportunity to learn and make mistakes. Meeting Pierre 
Marchand was a determining factor for me and I was able to profit from my time at 
Gallimard as in an art school!  

B.A.: Everybody knows how presenting projects, even consistent projects, to publishers, is 
difficult today for young people. And they are, it seems, quickly discouraged by the lack of 
interest they meet  

F.P.: The publishers already have their authors and illustrators, and publishing is changing 
rapidly with a faster and faster turnover of titles. Part of this production relies on the 
commercial collections which are the bread winners. More audacious projects or those 
which cannot easily be classified are always risky and make publishers hesitate. However 
they are always ready, I feel, to accommodate new talents. 

A.L.J.: What were your first publications as an author/illustrator?  

F.P.: My first was a non-fiction book, Le Livre des navigateurs [The navigators’ book] and I 
did two just after that one: Le Livre des explorateurs [The Explorers’ book] and Le Livre des 
marchands [The Merchants’ book]. They required a lot of preliminary research – and I went 
on for that matter, reading on anthropology, ethnology and travel tales.  

B.A.: Do you still go to libraries for your research?   

F.P.: To be honest, much less as there is the Internet where I get much of my visual 
documentation. There are many on line libraries but I still like walking into a library and 
borrowing books and CDs. I find that a public library is a good source of resources.   

B.A.: You have illustrated some authors like Timothée de Fombelle and Michael Morpurgo, 
would you like to illustrate more classic authors like Yourcenar? 

F.P.: I am not sure. It is true that I visualize a lot when I read novels. But one has to feel an 
affinity in order for that to be possible. It happened with Tobie Lolness [Toby Alone] 



because in Timothée’s tale there was room for illustration. The tale itself does not fill it all. 
There is a lot of dialogue and action but quite little description. That is interesting for an 
illustrator. As for Michael Morpurgo, I do not need to say how lucky I felt to be able to 
illustrate his work. But you have to be careful with a novel not to interfere with the reading. 
For the most part, I prefer illustrations that are simple and not too diverting from the text.  

A.L.J.: In Le Royaume de Kensuké [Kensuke's Kingdom], for example, the illustrations work 
very well.  

F.P.: Yes, thumbnails that just shed a light. That is all that is necessary.  

B.A.: To return to your first novel as an author – La Douane Volante. Why did you decide to 
publish it without any illustration, apart from the cover?  

F.P.: It was a deliberate choice. I hoped that the text would be sufficiently visual and 
everyone has said that this is the case. I have only received one criticism from a young 
person saying that there is too much description but I cannot tell really if there is too much 
or not enough.   

A.L.J.: One is sufficiently gripped by the adventures that the descriptions do not weigh 
heavily on the narrative. And also one sees the characters and the landscape.  

F.P.: It was also a challenge, I wondered if I could write a book with no pictures. In fact the 
project was part of a commission by Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod who wanted me to write a 
novel for the collection that he directs for Gallimard Jeunesse, “Hors-piste”. He asked me 
“When are you going to write a novel?” When he asked me a second time, that pushed me 
into doing it, I started and wrote three chapters which I sent him. He said that he liked them 
a lot and told me to continue. Little by little the novel took on its own life and became a 
long one. We then realized it could not be published in the “Hors-piste” anymore. But I was 
happy that the book had a good feedback from the editorial team.  

A.L.J.: As an author, the adventure must also be exciting for you – to go with words, just the 
words?  

F.P.: Yes, it is really a pleasure to roll it out, especially when it flows nicely. But I do know 
that some readers are a bit upset as the novel maybe does not give all the keys.  

A.L.J.: This is precisely what I find so interesting, including the notions of space/time. We go 
from one world to another, yet the other world, the one which Ankel takes the young Gwen 
to, is highly realistic. Personally I like the deliberate hesitation, the ”trembling” between the 
fantastic and the real.  

F.P.: Exactly. The readers who are too Cartesian in their outlook may be disturbed, 
especially at the end. Thinking about it afterwards I felt that I could have put in two rather 
precious specific little keys. The Baie des Trépassés is the source of many legends in 
Brittany, legends that tell it is the place where sailors lost at sea will return to floating 
between two seas. It is due to the sea currents I understand. To not be buried is a problem 
though as one needs a body for the resurrection. This is where the legends of lost sailors, 
ghost ships come from. One digs a grave but they are considered to be lost in a state of 
limbo; not really dead but not really alive: between two words. This is why Gwen returns 
through the Bay; he himself is not sure if he is alive or dead.  

And the other element is that during the First World War there was in France a country of 
l’Ankou, a country of death across the territories of the North and the East. It was called the 



Front. It separated the behind and the front; one had little chance of returning alive from 
there. Soldiers died in their tens of thousands from bombs. But when they went behind the 
lines on leave, they saw people in cafés… life went on. Then they would be sent back to the 
Front saying “I will not come back, I’m going to the Front, the land of death”. It was the 
theme of the song of Craonne, the song of the 1917 mutinies, “goodbye life, goodbye love”. 
My character, Gwen, escapes this land but finds himself in another that is ravaged by the 
Plague, which likewise decimates the population. It is a similar experience to that of 
Kermeur at the Front, the old friend that Gwen meets again at the end. Maybe I could have 
been more forceful in making the comparison between the First World War and this place 
where a catastrophe ravages a town.  

A.L.J.: However it is not a non-fiction book, it is a novel and it is good that the reader is not 
given everything and that imagination can do the rest.   

F.P.: In written fiction, what is great fun is to take the reader into a fictive world and then to 
take him so far into this world that it seems real. After all, it doesn’t matter what happens 
there. You come back when you close the book.  But when still in the book, you must accept 
the fact that you’re not in the real world. 

A.L.J.: This other world which Gwen discovers makes one think of the Netherlands and the 
Flemish paintings.  

F.P.: Yes, the paintings of Jan Van Goyen in particular, which I drew sketches of at 
Beaubourg where there are three books on this painter as well as catalogues on many 
more. They are paintings of everyday life – life in the Netherlands in the XVIIth century, at 
ground level. They are almost like wide-shot photographs, taken from the point of view of a 
man. We can see people going about their daily lives, in boats, taking their animals to 
pasture, going the market, fishing, etc. There is no action as such; it’s simply descriptive, 
daily life. It is moving because the people are just there, like that. It is interesting to enter, 
through writing, into a world that has been painted by someone else and to move through 
this world with a character whom I can move as I wish on the canals, in winter etc.  

A.L.J.: It is true that we observe the ordinary people in your novel. You started from a world 
depicted in painting, and took the reader into this world, with words. When you are both the 
illustrator and author, how do you go back and forth between the words and the pictures?  

F.P.: There are two possibilities. Either I write without thinking of the visual element which 
is what I did for Le Prince Bégayant [The Stuttering Prince] which I originally wrote for a 
dance. It was a tale which would be told on stage. Then, when I went on to illustrate it, I 
found I had similar difficulties as with a text written by someone else.  

For L’Atlas it was much more mixed as I knew exactly if I would put the information in the 
illustrations or in the text. I always know what will be in each, even when for non-fiction 
books; what will feed the text or even just a short phrase. And there are so many 
possibilities to play with the two.  

For example in Le Pays d’Esméralda [Esmeralda’s country] there is a story written by the 
Indians who had dreamed about the arrival of Los Conquistadors. They send ambassadors 
to them. The text is all about a sort of double voyage; that of the Indians going to the 
Conquistadors’ fortress in the Amazon (to keep it simple) across the mountains. And there 
is a second voyage. They get the Spanish to smoke the “dream herb” and they leave in their 
dreams for a land they will never really see. This is evoked by the voice of dreams, the voice 
of vision. As inspiration for this, I used the texts from the Nahuatl Indians, which I had read 



in L’Envers de la Conquête [The other story of the Conquest], a work where these texts had 
been collected, where they lamented the end of their world. These texts have a particular 
way of addressing Nobility, a writing style I used in the book. At the same time, in my book, 
I drew a sort of strip, like a codex, representing the whole voyage. So there you have an 
example of the possibilities of interplay between illustration and text. L’Atlas was, for me, 
an enthralling experience as a writing and drawing workshop, with its twenty-six different 
tracks, its twenty-six different ways of approaching a tale. Sometimes in the third person, 
sometimes the first person, sometimes as an essay, sometimes with dialogue.  

A.L.J.: A sort of Human Comedy in miniature?  

F.P.: While keeping everything in proportion, L’Atlas has an arborescent construction, and 
above all, with paths crossing through it. This does also give me the possibility to imagine a 
follow up.  

B.A.: One has the impression that the more you progress in your work, the more you involve 
yourself with voyages across time, after your voyages across space? 

F.P.: They are inseparable, no? I have the impression that the more we move on and the 
more we worry about the general breakdown of our system: pollution, the running out of 
raw materials, the energy crisis. The world is changing fast and that is quite frightening. But 
one can see that there are also ancient, forgotten levels which are being erased little by 
little.  

A.L.J.: Do you feel you are a sort of anthropologist? A guardian of the universal memory?  

F.P.: Hardly. I am interested in the past not for nostalgic reasons, and not because I believe 
that the world used to be easier and more beautiful.  To talk about the history of voyages 
means going back to a fantasized place, full of marvels. Marvels in every sense of the word: 
dangerous, worrying but very beautiful nevertheless.  We feel these emotions when we go 
to far off countries and are faced with a natural spectacle like The Grand Canyon.  That’s 
what I like to write about. It’s full of images, very varied, very exciting. 

A.L.J.: As if you’d gone back to the first day or the world?   

F.P.: That’s what I like to write about. It has a great visual richness; it’s very varied, very 
exciting.  

A.L.J.: It is also wonderful to imagine that books, novels or illustrated books, can revive or 
evoke lost worlds. You write and draw for young people as though you were a sort of 
guardian, preserving something important and precious; to draw their attention away from 
the constant disturbances of the modern world.  To try and lead them back towards 
something which is truly essential.  

F.P.: Frankly such a task would be impossible for anyone.  However, to transmit what has 
inspired me, yes, that is what I try to do. I am not thrilled with Heroic Fantasy, very much in 
fashion at the moment, because it plays too much with certain types: elves, trolls, 
demons… My characters are borrowed from reality; they are human with all the ambiguity 
and ambivalence that that implies. True there are occasionally fantastic characters, like 
l’Ankou. But at the same time l’Ankou had a reality for people at one time. It has long been 
thought, for example that the Patagons were giants, witnesses seemed to confirm that. It 
took centuries, and it was after much research that it was said that they were not giants, 
just not Pygmies. It is the opposite with the Pygmies. I think it was Herodotus who first 
brought it up but no-one really believed it. And one had to wait for the end of the XIXth 



century to discover, after many travelers’ tales, that the Pygmies were indeed a real people 
and not fables from ancient Geography. 

Voyages created many extraordinary stories of that nature but in the end one finds 
humanity. The Heroic Fantasy typology irritates me because it associates psychological and 
moral characteristics with morphological ones which lead one to the idea that there can be 
“subhuman” “superhuman” and a “normal” humanity. 

A.L.J.: So what really excites you, in all your stories, are the ordinary people. Your books do 
not stage heroes in the sense of heroic superpowers; your characters are buffeted, full of 
doubts and questions and do not always achieve their goals.  

F.P.: They are not perfect, that’s for sure.  

B.A.: A moment ago when you were talking about the First World War, I thought of Tardi. 
Have you ever tried to do comics?  

F.P.: No, never. It is a very specific medium (with its own layout) and that doesn’t tempt me 
in the slightest. In fact, what I like best is to make false non-fiction, with landscapes, 
characters, costumes… That is what I find the most fun.  

B.A.: Following your novel without illustration, how about a picture book with no text? Like 
Le Roi des trois orients [The King of The Three Orients] but in one roll. Because your images 
are very narrative and sometimes one wants to just enjoy them.  

F.P.: It’s not impossible, maybe. But the problem is my drawings – like my texts – are aimed 
at the older readers. Picture books without text are more for small children, no? And also I 
enjoy telling stories, writing!  

B.A.: Are there, hidden in your cupboard, styles, projects with techniques that we are 
unaware of?   

F.P.: No, I am really at ease working with liquid mediums, ink, watercolour, aquarelle… 
When I use other techniques something goes very wrong. I admire techniques like Bruno 
Heitz’s and Joëlle Jolivet’s linocuts and the sculptures of Nathalie Fortier, I find them 
superb. I have obviously tried other styles but as my drawing style is cursive, similar to 
writing, if I work with a coloured page it is not very satisfactory.  I look for a sort of writing 
of the image, a sort of written image: in La Fille des batailles [The Battles’ daughter], it’s the 
brush that guides the drawing. Then I start again and again, in order to reach this quality of 
the free line, as if I were writing. 

A.L.J.: So it’s a quick movement?  

F.P.: The line has to be precise but with great freedom. The thing with drawing is to find a 
gesture that is consistent everywhere. Each separate element and the whole must have the 
same quality, the same rhythm, the same freedom. This is why I rework so often.  

A.L.J.: In the writing, too, rhythm and movement are also important.  

F.P.: Yes, in writing as in the drawing. And that needs to be worked on. You must let 
yourself be taken by the work but you must also have a sense of perspective. It’s the 
difference between writing for yourself and writing to be published. The perspective is 
necessary to be able to look at what you have created and be able to say “this works and 
this does not”. Some writers like to follow the first draft and they think that you should 
rework as little as possible and their writing follows a movement. Personally I need to 



rewrite a lot. Sometimes the phrases fall into place but I always go back over them. I enrich 
and at the same time I prune. With short texts, I like to read them out loud, to record them 
to see if they sound good. For a short piece it is the only indication as to the rhythm. But if 
someone else reads, it does not always work. The rhythm of the phrases that one hears, as 
a reader, is very personal.  

B.A.: Are you a collector? Are there objects that you find important?  

F.P.: Not really. Even the family photos are in a box. I am not really interested in owning 
things. I prefer to spend my money on books for research. But I guess that every illustrator 
needs his or her own environment, for some it will be objects, for others books… 
documentation from the internet cannot replace that.  

B.A.: Speaking of the internet, you provided the animation for the web site Musée du Louvre 
Junior. Was this a new experience for you?  

F.P.: Oh yes and rather complicated. I suffered during that project.  

B.A.: Were you approached by them?   

F.P.: Yes, in fact I hardly knew how to use a computer apart from Word. Concerning the 
treatment and storing of images I knew nothing. I had to learn; they said to me “it’s simple, 
you create the designs and story boards, send them to us – it is a production house – and 
we will create the animation. However it soon became clear that the deadlines were not 
being met. So I had to create the images, scan them, arrange them and then send 
everything by FTP because for some of the short films (24 in less than a year) I had less than 
a week. Production really started in February. It was awful, I felt like I was in a tunnel. I also 
had to do a lot of extra research for the details to be accurate, which made me modify the 
scenarios as I went.  

Fortunately the scenarists, Benoit and Emmanuelle de Saint-Chamas gave me a free hand 
and trusted me. From the technical point of view, however, it was a real exploit for me!  

I have since decided to learn more to create my own site. Well, not yet. Maybe one day, 
maybe not! Young graduates from the art schools have all learned this already.  

A.L.J. et B.A.: Thank you, François Place.  
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L'île au trésor, translated from English by Jacques Papy. Paris, Gallimard Jeunesse, 1994. 
(Chefs-d'œuvre universels) 
Original title: Treasure island 

Taikon, Katarina 
La Fugue de Katitzi. Paris,  Hachette Jeunesse, 1987. (Bibliothèque rose) 
Katitzi a une amie. Paris, Hachette Jeunesse, 1986. (Bibliothèque rose) 
Katitzi dans le nid de vipères. Paris, Hachette Jeunesse, 1985. (Bibliothèque rose) 
Katitzi et son chien. Paris, Hachette Jeunesse, 1985. (Bibliothèque rose) 
Katitzi la petite Tsigane. Paris, Hachette Jeunesse, 1984. (Bibliothèque rose) 
Katitzi rit et pleure. Paris, Hachette Jeunesse, 1986. (Bibliothèque rose) 



Thinard, Florence 
Mesdemoiselles de la vengeance. Paris, Gallimard Jeunesse, 2009. 

 
WOR KS A S P AR T O F AN I LLU STR A T OR S’  COL LE C T IV E 
Découverte Junior, ill. par un collectif d’illustrateurs. Paris, Larousse / Gallimard, 1991. 

Decroix, Béatrice, dir. 
Méga sport, Henri Garcia, Serge Laget, Marie Bertherat, Florence Sineux, ill. Véronique 
Ageorges, Jean-Alexandre Arques, Yves Beaujard, …, François Place and al.. Paris, Nathan, 
1993. (Méga) 

Duhême, Jacqueline  
Hadji, ill. Jean-Louis Besson, Savignac, Tomi Ungerer, Ronald Searle, César, Jacqueline 
Duhême, …, François Place, and al.. Paris, Gallimard Jeunesse / Sol en si, 1996. 

Girodet, Jean 
Le Tour du mot, ill. by a collective of illustrators. Paris, Bordas, 1985. 

Greuil, Sophie 
Le Livre des sports, Sophie Greuil, Serge Laget, Pascal Pierozzi, ill. Isa Python, Gilles 
Rapaport, Frédéric Pillet, …, François Place et al.. Paris, Gallimard Jeunesse, 1991. 
(Découverte cadet) 
New Edition: Gallimard Jeunesse, 1996, in the « Découverte cadet » Series 

Kipling, Rudyard  
Si…, ill. by 21 illustrators. Paris, Gallimard Jeunesse, 2009. (Hors-Série Littérature) 
Original title: If 

La Fontaine, Jean de 
Fables : trente fables, ill. par trente artistes. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 1994. 
New Edition : Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2008. 

Mémo Benjamin, ill. Anne Bodin, François Desbordes, Patrice Douénat, …, François Place 
and al. Paris, Larousse, 1991. 

Perrault, Charles  
Les Contes de Perrault. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 1996. 
[10 tales illustrated by10 illustrators: Jean Claverie, Frédéric Clément, François Place, Nicole 
Claveloux and al.].  

Rabelais, François 
Comment Pantagruel monta sur la mer : le quart livre, presented by François Bon, ill. 
François Place, Roberto Innocenti, Dušan Kállay and al.. Paris, Hatier, 1994. 

 
LI VE S HO WS BA SED  O N FR ANÇ OI S PLAC E’S  BO O KS 
 

L'Atlas des Géographes d'Orbæ    
Conte spectacle « Les voyages de Ziyara », d'après les Encyclopédies des « Géographes 
d'Orbæ », par la Cie Comme il vous plaira. Représentations :  
Au centre culturel Saint-Exupéry, Bibliothèque Municipale de Franconville, en 2005 ; À 
Taverny, le 19 mai 2010. 
Lecture musicale de trois contes extraits de L'Atlas des géographes d'Orbæ par Éric Pintus 
et Jean-Daniel Talma, à Valencienne en mai 2007. 



 
Les Derniers géants  
Adapté en spectacle (« pour quatre acteurs et marionnettes ») par Muriel et Joseph Arnace, 
de la compagnie Lucien et Madeleine Morisse. Représentations :  
Au Centre culturel Jacques Prévert, à Villeparisis en novembre 1994 ; À L’Espace Carpeaux, 
à Courbevoie en novembre 2000. 
Mis en scène par Nino D’introna 
Am Stram Gram, Le Théâtre, Genève [Suisse], du 1er au 20 avril 2008. 

 
Grand Ours  
Spectacle de marionnettes, par la Compagnie Morisse, en 2001 

 
Le Prince bégayant 
« Conte en danse » par la compagnie Alfred Alerte, d’après l’histoire : « Le Prince 
bégayant », à Valencienne en mai 2007. 

 

AD ULTS’  LI TE R ATURE 
 

AU T HOR  A ND  AU TH OR-ILLU STR A T OR 
 
Place, François (author) ; Carillet, Jean-Bernard  
Istanbul : itinéraires. Paris, Lonely Planet / Bruxelles, Casterman, 2012. (City guides 
itinéraires) 

Gautier, Théophile 
Romans, contes et nouvelles. Gallimard, 2002. (Bibliothèque de La Pléiade) 

Jardin, Alexandre  
Le Petit sauvage. Paris, Gallimard, 1992.  

 
AR T IC LE S,  IL LU S TR A TI O N OF A R TI C LE S  
 
Cover, La Revue des livres pour enfants, 2006, n°228. 

Cover [Original drawing], La Revue des livres pour enfants, 1997,  n°175-176. 
 

Finel, Gérard ; Sassier, Daniel 
« Un Livre, des hommes : de l’auteur au lecteur », ill. Guy Lebrument, François Place ; 
photogr. Philippe Chapelle, Hugo Harrang, Savoir lire, 1988. 

 
Place, François 
« Hommage à Pierre Marchand », La Revue des livres pour enfants, 2002, n°205. 

 
Place, François 
« Et une bouteille de rhum ! » : une nouvelle inédite de François Place, en hommage à 
Robert Louis Stevenson, Télérama, 2001, n°2674. 

 
Place, François 
« Je me souviens de ces rayons au-dessus des lits où il n'y avait qu'à piocher », Les Cahiers 
d'ACCES, 2001, n°5. 



 
EXH IB IT IO NS 
 
Non-exhaustive list 

1994 
François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ », dans le cadre du  Salon du Livre de Jeunesse de Montreuil. Bibliothèque de 
Pantin, du 5 mars au 2 avril 1994. 

François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ », dans le cadre du  Salon du Livre de Jeunesse de Montreuil. Bibliothèque 
Municipale de Saint-Denis en juillet 1994. 

François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Institut Français de Francfort [Allemagne]. 

Quatre illustrateurs [Frédéric Clément, François Place, Claude Ponti, Grégoire Solotareff]. 
Bibliothèque Municipale de Beauvais en avril 1994. 

1995 
François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Festival Étonnants Voyageurs, Saint-Malo. 

1997 
François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Galerie L’Art à la page, Paris, de septembre à octobre 1997. 

1998  
Exposition François Place. Bibliothèque Municipale de Saint-Ouen en novembre 1998. 

2002 
François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Bibliothèque Elsa Triolet, Bobigny, dans le cadre de « Hors limites », programme 
de rencontres en Seine-Saint-Denis, du 26 novembre 2002 au 25 janvier 2003. 

 « Le Royaume de Kensuké » sur un texte de Michael Morpurgo. Bibliothèque Émile Aillaud, 
Bobigny, du 26 novembre 2002 au 25 janvier 2003. 

2003 
François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Bibliothèque du Trocadéro, Paris, du 12 février au 9 mars 2002.  

François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Médiathèque Centrale, Saint-Denis, dans le cadre de « Éclats de lire », 2003. 

2004 
 « Les Derniers géants ». Maison du Livre de l’Image et du Son, Villeurbanne en avril 2004. 

François Place, illustrateur ou comment s’invente un livre ?, « L’Atlas des géographes 
d’Orbæ ». Bibliothèque Boris Vian, Tremblay-en-France, du 1er au 30 octobre 2004. 

2005 
François Place était l’invité d’honneur à la Fête du livre de Jeunesse de Saint-Paul-Trois-
Châteaux, en 2005, sur le thème « Terres inconnues ». 

Voyage imaginaire dans la littérature autour de l’œuvre de François Place. Bibliothèque 
Municipale de Franconville en 2005, avec une exposition des illustrations de  



« L’Atlas des géographes d’Orbæ » et les productions des trois ateliers d’écriture animés en 
bibliothèque.  

La Galerie L’Art à la page, Paris, a présenté les originaux et croquis de François Place pour 
l'album « Grand Ours » du 14 octobre au 16 décembre 2005. 

2007 
« Les Voyages imaginaires de François Place », exposition créée par Mots et Couleurs, à 
partir de « L'Atlas des Géographes d'Orbæ » et du « Prince bégayant » pour la Bibliothèque 
Multimédia de Valenciennes, dans le cadre de « Valencienne, capitale régionale de la 
Culture », du 16 avril au 30 juin 2007. 

2008 
 « La Fille des batailles : une aventure aux temps des voyages en mer ». Bibliothèque 
Municipale d’Anglet du 16 septembre au 8 novembre 2008.  

2009 
« L'Atlas imaginaire de François Place » : sur « L’Atlas des géographes d’Orbæ ». Abbaye de 
Fontevraud, La Passerelle (Galerie d'arts graphiques), du 2 juin au 25 octobre 2009. 

« La Fille des batailles » et « Entre Orient et Occident : une itinérance dans l'œuvre de 
François Place ». IUFM, site de Digne, et Médiathèque Intercommunale des 3 Vallées, 
Digne-les-Bains, du 1er au 12 décembre 2009.  

« Théâtre du monde, atlas d’hier, atlas imaginaires », autour d’atlas hollandais du XVIIe 
siècle et de trente originaux de « L’Atlas des géographes d’Orbæ ». Bibliothèque du 
Tourisme et des Voyages du Trocadéro, Paris, du 25 novembre 2009 au 20 février 2010. 

« Les Voyages imaginaires de François Place », exposition créée par Mots et Couleurs, à 
partir de « L'Atlas des Géographes d'Orbæ » et du « Prince bégayant ». Médiathèque 
André-Malraux, Tourcoing, dans le cadre de « Lille3000 : Europe XXL » du 4 au 25 mars 
2009. 

« Les Voyages imaginaires de François Place », exposition créée par Mots et Couleurs, à 
partir de « L'Atlas des Géographes d'Orbæ » et du « Prince bégayant ». Médiathèque de 
Merville en octobre 2009. 

 

FO R MORE  INFO RM ATI ON  
 

MONOGR AP H S 
 
Bon, François  
[Exposition. 1994-] 
François Place, illustrateur. [Paris], [Saint-Denis], [Montreuil], Casterman, 1994, Centre de 
promotion du livre de jeunesse-Seine-Saint-Denis. 

Bon, François 
François Place, illustrateur ou « Comment s'invente un livre ? ». [Paris], [Montreuil], 
Casterman, 2000, Centre de promotion du livre de jeunesse-Seine-Saint-Denis. Éd. 
augmentée. 

Du golfe de Candaâ aux îles Indigo : atlas des géographes d'Orbae. Paris, Hatier, 2012. 
(Facettes, CM2) 



Ici et ailleurs : avec François Place, sous la direction de Serge Martin. Mont-de-Laval, 
l'Atelier du Grand tétras, 2012. (Résonance générale, essais pour la poétique) 

Julien, Céline 
Guide de lecture François Place, conception, réalisation Céline Julien. Paris, Casterman, 
2008. Downloadable online 

 
AR T IC LE S I N M ONOGR A P HS 
 
« Le Voyageur immobile », interview of François Place, in : Aimer lire, Paris, Bayard, 2004, p. 
59-61. 

Delahaye, Christa  
« Les Rêveries géographiques de François Place », in : Du livre au jeu : points de vue sur la 
culture de jeunesse, Mélanges pour Jean Perrot, dir. Jean Tramson. Paris, L'Harmattan, 
2003, pp. 127-140. 

Dubois-Marcoin, Danielle  
« François Place et l'album Les Derniers géants », dans : Images des livres pour la jeunesse : 
lire et analyser, dir. Annick Lorant-Jolly et Sophie Van der Linden. Paris,  Thierry Magnier / 
SCÉREN, 2006, pp. 178-191 (+ Pistes d’activités, pp. 228-229). 

 
AR T IC LE S I N MAGA Z IN ES 
 
Barjolle, Mathilde et Éric 
« À la découverte de l'atlas des géographes d'Orbae de François Place », Le Français 
aujourd'hui, 2001, n°133, p. 121-128. 

Borione, Patrick, Propos recueillis par 
« Conversation avec François Place : De l'ethnofiction en plan panoramique », Hors-
cadre[s], 2012, n°11. 18-21. 

Cheilan, Liliane 
« Allers-retours entre la carte et le monde : Peeters & Schuiten, François Place », Cahiers 
Robinson, 2010, n°28, p. 125-136. 

Chenouf, Yvanne 
« Chants d'honneur : autour de l'œuvre de François Place », Les Actes de Lecture, 2009, 
n°106, p. 20-30. 

Chenouf, Yvanne 
« Sur la route de la voix : à propos de l'album « Le Roi des trois Orients », 2007, Les Actes de 
Lecture, 2007, n°97, p. 53-60. 

Clerc, Anne  
« François Place », Lecture Jeune, 2010, n°134, p. 4-6. 

Delbrassine, Daniel 
« Le Secret d'Orbae, de François Place », Lectures, 2012, n°176, p. 76-78. 

Dupont-Escarpit, Denise 
« François Place », Nous voulons lire !, 1994, n°107, p. 73-86. 

http://jeunesse.casterman.com/docs/Contents/197/GDL_Place.pdf


Flament, Christine  
« François Place, portrait d'artiste avec pinceau », Les Nouvelles (Charte des auteurs et 
illustrateurs jeunesse), 2003, n°22, p. 28-31. 

« François Place » : dossier, La Revue des livres pour enfants, 2010, n°254, p. 85-132. 

« François Place » : dossier, Griffon, 1996, n°154, p. 1-20. 

Guyon, Laurent ; Prévot, Franck 
« Daniel Conrod et François Place : Siam. Étude d'un album », L'École des lettres, collèges, 
2007, n°2, p. 67-87. 

Hedde, Françoise ; Turin, Joëlle 
« François Place », Lecture Jeune, 1993,  n°68, 1993, p. 7-9. 

Houyel, Christine 
« La Lecture littéraire : Exploration des univers de quatre auteurs [Nadine Brun-Cosme, Pef, 
François Place et Claude Ponti], L'École des lettres, 2009, n°4, p. 51-60 et 63-82. 

Kotwica, Janine  
« François Place », in : Quatre illustrateurs : Exposition [Frédéric Clément, François Place, 
Claude Ponti, Grégoire Solotareff], Beauvais, Bibliothèque Municipale de Beauvais, 1994, p. 
17-21. 

Joly, Fanny, propos recueillis par 
« Sur la route... avec François Place », Les Nouvelles (Charte des auteurs et illustrateurs 
jeunesse), 2005, n°30, p. 32-33. 

Lisiecki, Sylvie  
« L'Album, une littérature graphique » : Interview de François Place, Chroniques de la 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, 2008, n°45, p. 5. 

Mathevon, Florence  
« François Place, auteur illustrateur jeunesse : de l'illustration documentaire à la fiction », 
Inter CDI, 2008, n°214, p. 18-24. 

Munoz, Pili 
« Rêve d'atlas : rencontre avec François Place », Lecture jeune, 1998, n°86, p. 32-35. 

Nières-Chevrel, Isabelle 
« Les derniers géants : album ou texte illustré ? », La Revue des livres pour enfants, 2006, 
n°228, p.61-70. 

« Questions à François Place », Notes bibliographiques, 2010, n°3, p. 16-19. 

 
AR T IC LE S I N T H E PR E S S  
 
Épin, Bernard  
« Les Escales rêvées de François Place », L'Humanité, 9 septembre 1999 

« Sommes-nous des Zizotls ? », L’Humanité, 30 novembre 2000 

Loret, Éric  
« En lieux et Place », Libération, 30 novembre 2000 
« L'Horloge à détraquer le temps », Libération, 30 novembre 2000 

Noiville, Florence  
« Une Plongée méticuleuse dans l’inconnu », Le Monde, 25 octobre 1996 



ONLINE RES O URCES 
 
INT ER N ET S IT ES 
 
« François Place » 

A video of an interview with the author about La Douane volante and an audio presentation 

of the book. 

« François Place » 
A guide to analyze the work of François Place can be downloaded. 

 
AR T IC LE S O N T HE I N TER NE T 
 
Cheilan, Liliane  
« Voir du pays dans les livres en images : fiction documentaire contre documentaire 
fiction », in : « Si loin, si proche… Voyages imaginaires en littérature de jeunesse et 
alentour », Liliane Cheilan, Isabelle Nières-Chevrel, Danielle Dubois-Marcoin, Jean-Yves 
Loude, François Place, introd. Sophie Van der Linden, p. 31-43. 

Dubois, Marcoin Danielle  
« De Selma Lagerlöf à François Place, la cartographie des mondes invisibles dans la 
littérature de jeunesse : Une affaire de contexte historique », in : « Si loin, si proche… 
Voyages imaginaires en littérature de jeunesse et alentour », Liliane Cheilan, Isabelle 
Nières-Chevrel, Danielle Dubois-Marcoin, Jean-Yves Loude, François Place, introd. Sophie 
Van der Linden, p. 21-30. 

« François Place : Atlas des géographes » [1996]. « Le Tiers livre magazine » [online].  

Meunier, Christophe 
« Entretien avec François Place ».  

Place, François 
« Dans l’atelier de l’Atlas : Genèse et création de l’Atlas des géographes d’Orbae », in: « Si 
loin, si proche… Voyages imaginaires en littérature de jeunesse et alentour », Liliane 
Cheilan, Isabelle Nières-Chevrel, Danielle Dubois-Marcoin, Jean-Yves Loude, François Place, 
introd. Sophie Van der Linden. 

« Rencontre avec… François Place » [24 mars 2012]. « Lecture Jeune ». 

 
VID EO S ON T HE IN T ER N ET 
 
Place, François  
François Place reads an excerpt of Le Secret d’Orbae [Orbae’s secret]  

Barrot, Olivier 
Presentation of: « Du pays des Amazones aux îles Indigo » [From the land of the Amazons 
to the Indigo islands]. Images from INA’s Archives (Institut National de l'Audiovisuel). 

Place, François et Fombelle, Timothée de 
Timothée de Fombelle et François Place 
Timothée de Fombelle reads excerpts from Tobie Lolness [Toby alone] while François Place 
draws on a large white paper pined on the wall. The video has two parts. 

http://www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr/Auteur/Francois-Place
http://jeunesse.casterman.com/peoples_detail.cfm?id=3379
http://master3.hautetfort.com/media/02/00/316699233.pdf
http://master3.hautetfort.com/media/02/00/316699233.pdf
http://master3.hautetfort.com/media/02/00/316699233.pdf
http://master3.hautetfort.com/media/02/00/316699233.pdf
http://www.tierslivre.net/spip/spip.php?article635
http://lta.hypotheses.org/418
http://master3.hautetfort.com/media/02/00/316699233.pdf
http://bloglecturejeune.blogspot.fr/2010/06/rencontre-avec-francois-place.html
http://vimeo.com/31790696
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT3NBRwCEEo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT3NBRwCEEo
http://la-charte.fr/magazine/les-chartistes-creent-l-evenement/article/timothee-de-fombelle-et-francois


TRANSLATED BOOKS 
A S ELECTION  O F BOOK S  W RITT EN  AN D I LLUST R AT ED B Y FRA N ÇOIS  
PLACE 
 

 

 
 AT LAS D ES GÉOGR AP HE S D’OR BA E :   

. Chinese (Traditional) - China times 

. Chinese (Simplified) - Publishing House of Electronic Industry 

. English - Pavilion (United Kingdom) 
 
 

 

 

 

LE S DER N IER S GÉA N TS  :  

. Catalan - Cercle de Lectores  

. Chinese (Simplified) - Publishing House of Electronic Industry 

. Chinese (Traditional) - China Times 

. Dutch - Casterman 

. English - Godine (USA)  

. English – Pavillon (United Kingdom) 

. German - Berthelsmann 

. Greek - Oceanida  

. Italian - L’Ippocampo 

. Japanese - Book Loan  

. Korean - Design House 

. Spanish - Blume  

. Spanish - Ekare (Venezuela) 

 

LA FIL LE D ES BA TA IL L E S :  

. Italian - L’Ippocampo 

. Korean - Sol Publishing 



 
 
 
 
 

GR AND  OU R S :  

. Chinese (Simplified) - King In 

. German - Boje Verlag 

. Italian - Pestalozzi 

. Korean - Sol Publishing 

 

 

 

LE RO I D E S TR OI S OR IE NT S :  

. German - Gerstenberg 

. Italian - L’Ippocampo 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

LE SE CR E T D’OR BA E :  

. Chinese (Traditional) - Commonwealth Magasine 

. Italian - L’Ippocampo 

. Korean - Sol Publishing 

 LE VI EU X F OU  D E D E SS I N :  

. English – Godine 

. Portuguese (Brazil) – Companhia das Letrinhas 

 

 

  



BOOKS SENT TO THE JURORS 
ATL AS  DES  GÉOG RAPH ES D’OR BAE  [A VOY AG E O F DIS COV ERY].   
3 VO LU MES.  
CASTERMAN, 1996, 1998, 2000

 

 
Among the books François Place has written and illustrated, L’Atlas des 
géographes d’Orbae (A voyage of discovery) holds a special place (in three 
volumes, 1996-2000; re-edited as 26 independent books). Three volumes in 
which a very personal cosmography is redrawn from the elder's imagination. 
A fabulous "invention" (in the etymological meaning of the word) that 
highlights the author’s creativity through his unique story-telling art and 
beautiful illustrations. Du pays des Amazones (from the land of the 
Amazons), the story of Euphonos the musician who has gone in search of 
the Amazons’ song, to the Pays des Zizotls (The Zizotls' country) whose 
inhabitants leave the lightest of traces on earth as a sign of humility, 26 
stories crisscross and call out to each other, twenty six worlds born out of a 
graphic representation of the alphabet:  universes and letters that are 
interrelated as the writing and the illustration. The author has fed on the 
numerous travel stories he has read and explored "a place that is almost out 
of reach for us now, that of the surprise, the geographical marveling, that of 
the vastness of the earth... My aim was to build an attic and references and 
then wonder in it, open up trunks, take out objects, work on analogies. As 
soon as the imagination is anchored a bit, it speaks from within ourselves. 
The illustrations alternate between long shots, wash drawings, and 

documentary boards, and are swarming with costumed characters, extraordinary animals, and unusual objects, 
minutely drawn and commented. François Place has not wanted to look for a particular style, but rather to "make 
images that are like reading, slow on the uptake". The illustrations extend the story and complete it as well, and incite 
to enter into the legend.  

 

  

Source:http://www.guardian.co.uk/education
/2000/mar/28/educationalbooks.booksforchil
drenandteenagers 



LES DE RNIE RS  GÉ AN TS  [THE LAS T GIA NT S] 
20TH ANNIV ERS A RY  SP ECIA L EDITION.  CA ST ERMAN,  2012 

 

In Les Derniers géants (Casterman, 1992) (The Last Giants), a 
book that has won many awards since its publication, 
François Place takes his first steps in fiction: he shows the 
depth and coherance of his universe, his humanistic 
preoccupations and sensibilities, his concern about the 
balance between text and illustration in a classical and 
highly elegant picture book.  

Archibald Léopold Ruthmore, a caricature of the English 
explorer of the 19th century, sets off in search of a fareway 
land whose tiny map is carved on a giant's tooth he bought 
from a sailor in the harbour. This travel diary, and its soft-

coloured aquarelles, turns into a guiltful confession about the desastrous intrusion into the strange and preserved 
universe of nine peaceful and calm giants. All covered in tattoos, they live in harmony with nature and follow the pace 
of stars. But upon his return to Europe, Archibald will cause the destruction of the so far preserved land of giants: the 
numerous lectures he gives will lead to the rush of unscrupulous men. The detailed and elaborated full-page drawings 
represent majestic landscapes - snow covered high mountains, bubbling waterfalls sprouting out of moss covered 
rocks, leafy forests - where the explorer seems to be all tiny next to the giants whose tatooed bodies, like endlessly 
moving maps, carry the marks of the events they have been through. 

 
Translations of this book are available in pdf in the following languages. Simply click on the language of your choice:  

ENG L IS H , GER MA N , ITA L IAN , KOR E AN , SPAN I SH .   



LA FILLE D ES BATAILL ES  [THE BA TT LES’  DA U GHT ER] 
CA ST ERMAN,  2007 

 

 
In this picture book, Garance, a mute child with dark skin, 
the only survivor of a shipwreck, is faced with the harsh 
reality and ordeals of 17th century France. This tale of 
adventure is full of historical elements that have required a 
thorough documentation work from the author-illustrator. 
Just like in Les Derniers Géants (The Last Giants), he first 
conceived his story in images to be able to visualize it and 
master its progression. The sketches “are like the painted 
scenes of a puppet theater. The story is pinned to these 
scenes and undergoes its twists and turns. The fact of not 

having close-ups on the characters in the drawings yields a distance I find similar to theatre work.” He makes 
numerous sketches, using pencil, lead, brush, wash drawing, and then tinted ink or watercolour; he researched 
Flemish and Dutch masters' paintings, such as Watteau, to be able to imagine and represent the landscapes, the 
characters' costumes and attitudes. 

The eventful life of a dark skinned girl, who survived a shipwreck, evokes a time when France was ruled by an 
authoritarian and vindictive king, a time of war and arbitrary decisions. It tells the story of a life of struggle for the 
little people who suffer on the hands of those who hold the power. An exciting tale rendered truly authentic by the 
superb and detailed illustrations. 

 

 

Source: http://www.telerama.fr/livres/la-fille-des-batailles,21264.php  



LE ROI  DES  TROIS  O RI ENTS  [THE KI NG  O F T HE T HR EE ORI EN TS] 
RU E DU  MON DE,  2006 

 

 

In 2006, when Le Roi des Trois Orients (The King of three Orients) is published 
by Rue du Monde, the book is accompanied by a roll, in "Asian" fashion: three 
long paper strips that are unrolled as we read the book. Place's illustrations 
flow from page to page, embarking the reader in an immense procession 
behind the Great Embassy like a town that would have set into motion to visit 
the "Great king, the king of the three orients". The journey reminds us of 
Marco Polo's travel, but François Place makes no mention of date or place, 
yet we are guided by clues like the landscapes of Tuscany, the cedars of 
Lebanon, the mountains of Afghanistan, the Gobi desert, and China at last. 
There are also “cultural anchors”: architecture, clothing...We thus enter into 
the images, minutely, attentively detecting all the scenes in it. Sometimes, 
the words guide our gaze. 

Throughout the events that unfold during this long journey, the text delivers 
its beautiful message of wisdom and liberty. 

 

 

You can see the roll in a pdf format by clicking HERE . Please bear in mind that the roll is long;  

you can zoom in to see all the details. 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.literaturfestival.com/participants/authors/2011/francois-place  



LE SE CRE T D’ORBAE  [THE SECR ET  O F OR BA E].   
CA ST ERMAN,  2012 

 

A marvellous invitation to travel to the mythical land of Orbae 
which has already been explored by François Place in Atlas des 
géographes d’Orbae [A voyage of discovery].  A luxurious case 
encloses a portfolio of 18 magnificent illustrations in a 18,5 x 32,5 
cm format, drawn with gouache and black ink, and two novels that 
can be read in the order chosen by the reader. Le Voyage de 
Cornélius [Cornelius’s travel] and Le Voyage de Ziyara [Ziyara’s 
travel] tell two parallel stories that will finally converge in a single 
love story. Cornélius is a young textile merchant, who set of from 
the North of Europe to look for a mysterious “cloud cloth” that 
takes on the colours of time. His adventures will take him through 
various exotic lands with different people, surprising species and 
plants, to the land of the Jade Emperor where he finally catches the 
trail of the cloud cloth. Ziyara is a girl from the South; she was 

chosen, thanks to a dolphin shaped talisman, to become an exceptionally skilled navigator. They will reach together 
the Kingdom of Orbae for an ultimate quest. The author has a unique talent to tell the stories of these faraway 
countries born from his imagination but carefully reconstructed for the reader. Therefore, it is not surprising if the 
heroes become learned cartographers themselves and, in turn, reinvent the world. The marvellous illustrations 
represent some of the scenes of this enchanting voyage, with magnificent landscapes, fabulous animals and 
fascinating people. The atmospheres vary, based on different shades of dominant colours, creating paradise scenes or 
plunging the reader into the tumult of a shipwreck. Cornélius and Ziyara and not represented in these illustrations. 
They are the storytellers; the reader sees the scenery through their eyes. He then can confront François Place’s 
illustrations with what he imagined while reading his novels. 

 

 

  

http://www.lefigaro.fr/livres/2012/01/04/0
3005-20120104ARTFIG00671-le-secret-d-
orbae-de-francois-place.php 



SI AM  [SI A M].  T EXT  BY  DANI EL CONRO D 
RU E DU  MON DE,  2002

 
This picture book has adapted its format to accommodate the story of 
Siam, the magnificent stuffed elephant that can be admired in the 
Great Evolution Gallery of the Natural History Museum in Paris. The 
book starts with his death in 1997 and goes back to his birth in Asia in 
1946. In the meanwhile, Siam has gone through a lot: captured when he 
was very young, he worked hard in the Indian forest plantations, took 
part in religious feasts, he worked as an artist in the Swiss national 
circus, he acted in a film and finally retired in the Vincennes Zoo. It is his 
carer who tells his story. Both man and animal were quite fond of each 
other and his tale is filled with tenderness. François Place is in harmony 
with this moving story. He composes superb double-page spreads that, 
through their framing and colour tones, render the various 
atmospheres. The first one is striking: in cold pale blue tones, we 
discover Siam's inert mass and his carer, who seems so small, kneeled 
in front of him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: http://www.lire-et-
merveilles.fr/litterature-
jeunesse/albums-8-10-
ans/commentaires-sur-
mercredi-de-lalbum-3-francois-
place-3283 



TO BIE LOLNESS  [R EGO UP S TOB IE  ALO NE  AN D TO BIE  AND  TH E SECR ETS 
OF TH E  TR EE].  TEXT  BY  TI MO THÉE DE FO MB ELLE 
GA LLI MA R D JEUN ES S E,  2008 

 

"Tobie was one and a half millimeter, which wasn't tall for his age." This is 
how we meet this miniscule hero, hiding in a bark hole, wounded, alone, but 
aware of the importance of what he has to accomplish and empowered with 
the love of beautiful Elisha. Tobie's family lives happily in the light of the high 
branches until one day, Tobie's father, a great scholar, refuses to deliver the 
secret of one of his inventions that could endanger the life of the tree. The 
family is exiled into the depths of the lower branches. It is a whole new life 
that starts, with its share of discoveries and deceptions, of happy moments 
and sufferings. 

In the second book, Tobie is 16. He returns to his native tree whose people 
are enslaved by two tyrants. Tobie attempts to deliver Elisha and his parents 
and to save the tree. An enthralling story, adorned with little sentences that 
sound so right, where the lead heroes act humanely and very courageously. 
This tale, skillfully built around interlacing flashbacks that shed light to the 

various parts of the story, plunges the reader in the big tree's very visual universe: we climb twigs, shake before 
the monstrosity of the spider, and contemplate the lake at sunset. François Place takes hold of these images, 
plays with the differences in scales, inserts thumbnails or double-page spreads throughout this long novel. The 
drawings melt into the text. Similar to sketches, they seem unwilling to impose a vision or allow a precise 
identification of the characters. They do not prevent the reader from creating his own images, quite to the 
opposite: they nurture his imagination.  

 

  
Source: 

http://booksforkeeps.co.uk/issue/171/childrens-
books/reviews/toby-alone 



LE VIE UX  FO U DE  DESS IN  [THE OLD  MAN  MA D ABO UT  DRA WING]  
GA LLI MA R D JEUN ES S E,  2002 

 

 

François Place renders a tribute to the great Japanese painter Hokusai 
(1760-1849) by imagining his encounter with Tojiro, a little orphan boy 
who lives with his uncle and earns a living selling rice cakes in the 
streets of Edo. He's unaware of this faithful, elderly and grumpy client's 
identity, who soon will ask him to become his assistant. The old man is 
eager to transmit his culture. He speaks of Kabuki theatre, shows him 
sumo tournaments, takes him to the temple, explains the techniques 
behind image reproduction, ink fabrication... but he also teaches him to 
look and to work endlessly because that is the only way one can enter, 
day after day, the essence of art. Tojiro is adamant to learn. François 
Place adapts his style to his subject; he has observed Hokusaï's art, his 
sense of movement, his characters' expressivity, the freedom in his 
lines and he is inspired by it all. He also shows the great master's work 
by integrating reproductions of his drawings and engravings. This 
beautiful book is both a lesson in art and in life. 

 

 

 

Source: http://ricklibrarian.blogspot.fr/2009/03/old-man-mad-about-drawing-tale-of.html 

 

http://ricklibrarian.blogspot.fr/2009/03/old-man-mad-about-drawing-tale-of.html
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